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groups such as consumers and state-level governments is often a prerequisite. Among
others, the burden sharing's progressivity has a large impact on reform approval. We
investigate how carbon tax payments by states to a federal authority are inuenced by
dierences in technological emission intensity and wealth and show how they can turn
out to be at the expense of poor states. We show that a uniform federal carbon tax that
is endorsed by all states with equal per capita transfers can theoretically put a higher
burden on poorer states than richer states.

The opposite applies for transfers based

on historical emissions (sovereignty transfers) which reduce the burden of emissionintensive states. We test our results numerically in a general equilibrium model with
a vertical federalism governance structure calibrated to the European Union.

Our

simulations show that a federal minimum emissions tax with sovereignty transfers is
twice as high as for equal per capita transfers and also has a progressive eect.
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1. Introduction
When French President Macron unveiled his fuel tax reform plans to support the
French energy transition in autumn 2018, he triggered one of the ercest protests France
has seen in 50 years. Demonstrators took to the streets fearing the heavy tax burden
on workers and the middle class. After months of protests President Macron suspended
his reform, conceded that he had failed to suciently take into account the burden for
low-income earners and promised to improve his reform proposal. The French example
is a case in point for the argument to make policies progressive so as to reduce social
tensions, avert social resistance, and make their social support more likely (e.g. Sterner
and Robinson, 2018; Fullerton, 2016; Chiroleau-Assouline and Fodha, 2014).

Much

like civil protests at the national level, unanimity rules and veto power of sovereign
nations can be an obstacle to new policies in supranational, federal systems such as the
European Union (EU). Poland, for example, a country with relatively low income and
a carbon intensive energy sector, has vetoed the European Commission's Energy Tax
reform proposal several times. Since EU tax matters require unanimous consent of all
member states, the EU energy tax reform is pending since 2011.
Studies of the burden and redistribution of carbon pricing and its revenues have so
far focused on the single country setting. Within one country, equal per capita revenue
recycling make carbon pricing progressive (Burtraw et al., 2009; Klenert and Mattauch,
2016; Boyce and Riddle, 2007; Rausch et al., 2010; Klenert et al., 2018). Less attention
has been paid to the carbon price burden from the point of view of a federal system and
the implications of inter-jurisdictional heterogeneities (but see Böhringer et al., 2016,
2015).

With multiple levels of government, federal policies can interact and conict

with state interests but also provide an additional way for welfare improvements. We
ask how uniform carbon pricing and the distribution of its revenues aect acceptance
and burden in a federal policy system.
Our research design follows three aspects of the federal structure of EU climate policy: First, EU member states' asymmetries of capital per capita and CO2 intensity of
production technology run contrary to each other (Figure 1). We include both asymmetries to capture their distributional implications. Secondly, many EU policies require
unanimity or majority voting. We hence constrain federal choices to Pareto-improving
policies. Third, in contrast to the

equal per capita

transfers frequently considered in

the single country context, most of the revenue from the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS) is distributed to members on the basis of the
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sovereignty

rule, i.e. on the basis

Figure 1: Capital per capita and CO2 -emission intensities in EU member states for the year 2014.
The correlation line and coecient (R) show that capital-poor countries tend to have greater emission
intensities. Data based on World Development Indicators (WDI) and Berlemann and Wesselhöft (2017,
2014). See detailed description in Section 4.1.
of the historical emission levels. We include both distribution rules in our analysis of

.1

the federal carbon price burden

The rst part of our analysis develops an intuition how the burden of a uniform
federal CO2 price is aected by technological emission intensity and wealth dierences
in closed form. The implications of the dierences across member states are intuitive:
We show how a large capital stock but also a large emission intensity result in a higher
federal tax burden and prove that high emission-intensity in production causes high
emission level, if gross complementarity of production inputs is strong and cost shares
of capital and labor are high.

The opposite is true with low cost shares for capital

and labor and better substitution possibilities. The intuition is that since low wealth
is associated with high emission intensities for many EU member states, a uniform
federal carbon price absent of revenue recycling threatens to place a greater tax burden

1 See

on these rules also Kverndokk (2018); Kverndokk and Rose (2008); Cazorla and Toman (2001).
In particular, the sovereignty rule immediately raises the question of justice and historical accountability of large historical emitters and has been discussed extensively elsewhere in the literature. We
refer the interested reader to Ju et al. (2019); Kverndokk and Rose (2008); Cazorla and Toman (2001);
Grubb et al. (1992) to mention at least some. Zhou and Wang (2016) gives an overview of the allocation
rules that have been studied for many analyses of multinational emission reductions.
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on poorer states. We investigate federal tax burden adjustments by the redistribution of
federal tax revenues. We nd that an equal per capita redistribution makes the federal
carbon tax regressive. Mobile capital reinforces the regressive eect. In contrast, the
sovereignty transfer relieves emission-intensive states from their federal tax burden and
hence the federal emission tax becomes progressive.
In the second part our analysis, we use numerical simulations to solve the full multilevel equilibrium of the model with strategic state policies and dierences in labor and
population size heterogeneities in addition to capital and technological dierences. The
properties of three distinct groups among the European member states are decisive for
our numerical results, namely being

large

in population size or (2)

capita and

small

small

rich

in terms of capital per capita while (1) being

in population size, or (3) being

poor

in capital per

in population size. We nd that in terms of CO2 -intensity, groups 1

(rich and large) and 2 (rich and small) fall below the average EU country, whereas
the small and poor group countries have a higher emission intensity than the EU
average.
We nd that the net burden of a uniform federal emission tax given equal per capita
transfers largely falls on the group of rich and small countries and several poor and
smallcountries while rich and largecountries may even face a net benet. Thus the
policy package is regressive. In contrast, sovereignty transfers achieve more progressiveness as the net burden is by and large carried by consumers of countries belonging to
group rich and large. The sovereignty transfers rule also facilitates a Pareto-improving
minimum federal tax level double that of the equal per capital transfers rule.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

In Section 2, we relate our

paper's contribution to the existing literature on progressive environmental policy design and scal federalism. In Section 3 we describe the structure of the federal general
equilibrium model.

Subsection 3.2 conveys the reasoning behind the results that we

produce with our more complex numerical model for the EU. Subsection 3.3 expands
the model set-up to the federal multilevel policy architecture. Section 4 contains the
numerical simulation. We conclude in Section 5.

2. Literature
The design of progressive environmental policy from a multinational (and scal
federalism) perspective explores the intersection of environmental taxation and scal
federalism. This section reviews relevant contributions from the respective strands of
literature in turn.
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Previous literature on the distributional implications of environmental taxes and
transfer design has frequently focused on the single country context exploring dierent
income groups within an economy and policies choices of a single national government.
A literature overview is provided by Klenert et al. (2018). Many empirical studies nd
carbon pricing (absent of revenue redistribution) to be regressive for OECD countries
(Dorband et al., 2019). When revenue recycling schemes are considered, the literature
is ambiguous about the progressive impact of such policies, as Klenert and Mattauch
(2016) point out, except for equal per capita revenue recycling, which tends to make
carbon pricing progressive (Boyce and Riddle, 2007; Burtraw et al., 2009; Rausch et al.,
2010; Klenert and Mattauch, 2016; Klenert et al., 2018).
But even with a clear understanding of welfare and distributional implications, national environmental policies are restricted by concerns about their eect on mobile
2

tax bases and transboundary spillovers (e.g. Musgrave, 1959; Oates, 1972, 2000) . The
scal federalism literature hence argues that, in general, relief of poor households and
provision of public goods with spillover eects across states, as it is the case for mitigating CO2 -emissions, should be carried out by the federal authority.

The EU in

particular, however, may not be very well equipped to relieve poor households, as it
does not have sucient power and budget for redistribution (Oates, 2000). So while
an EU carbon pricing scheme exists by means of the EU ETS, the adoption of mainly
sovereignty based revenue recycling to member states suggests that little or no redistribution was intended or was simply not feasible. For a literature overview of the related
environmental scal federalism we refer to Oates (2001); Böhringer et al. (2016).
Strategic interaction of federal and state-level environmental policies are addressed
in a recent line of literature observing that federal environmental policy is often counteracted or overruled by state policies (see e.g. Williams, 2012; Lutsey and Sperling, 2008;
Knopf et al., 2014; Böhringer et al., 2016). In this line, Williams (2012) uses an analytical framework to compare the eciency of emission policies when strategic federal and
state policies regulate emissions simultaneously. He nds the superiority of a federal
emission tax over federal quantity controls. A decisive prerequisite for this result is the
availability of optimal revenue recycling by means of optimal transfers to the states.
Our modeling approach builds on a federal-state policy structure similar to Williams

2 In

fact, there are several narratives for state's ineciency regarding transboundary spillovers: one
is that state governments simply ignore or cannot measure their spillover impact on other states (Oates,
2001). Another one is that states would engage in a 'race to the bottom' in their environmental policy
to attract mobile factors (Zodrow and Mieszkowski, 1986).
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(2012) but extends the analysis by constraining federal regulation to Pareto-improving
policy packages. The focus on Pareto-improvements connects our research to the literature on voluntary public good provision and the analytical model of Bergstrom and
Blume, L., Varian, H. (1986). They show that rich individuals would voluntarily donate
more to public good provision than poor individuals. We use a model with a strategic
multilevel policy structure which has been developed in a simpler version and absent
of technological, and labor size dierences in Roolfs et al. (2018a). Their method identies a range of possible voluntary (unanimity-ensuring) federal uniform carbon prices,
consisting of a minimum and a maximum federal price.
Two further studies have investigated the impact of environmental policies for the
Canadian Federation. Böhringer et al. (2016) analyze the unilateral state incentive for
overruling federal emission regulation due to the eects of regulating the same tax base
on their budgets. In contrast to the fully endogenous policy setting of Williams (2012),
they focus on exogenously given policy choices to comply with given emission targets.
Their study shows that a state has an incentive to oset its emission pricing cost to
other states by means of VFE. In addition to an analytical treatment, they apply a
computational general equilibrium model to the Canadian Federation and nd that the
VFE enable a state to reduce its emissions by up to 20% without bearing the costs itself.
In a preceding paper Böhringer et al. (2015) leave out provincial carbon pricing, and
examine the federal emission price burden given dierent transfer rules (e.g. equal per
capita and sovereignty transfers) across Canadian provinces. They nd that the burden
on the population in the various provinces varies greatly depending on dierent transfer
rules and provincial heterogeneity:

equal per capita transfers are most burdensome

in provinces with high GDP per capita while they are least burdensome for several
provinces with low GDP per capita. They nd emission intensity heterogeneity to be an
important factor determining carbon burden sharing. Based on Böhringer et al. (2015)'s
ndings, we can argue that equal per capita transfers support a progressive federal
carbon price in Canada.

Canadian provinces, however, have a positive correlation

between GDP and carbon intensity of production while EU states have a negative
correlation.
For the case of the EU, our study is  to the best of our knowledge  the rst
to consider multilevel EU environmental policies with strategic policy choices on all
levels.

Previous studies have studied the tax burden of i) energy and fuel/transport

taxation (for instance Padilla and Roca (2004), and Cambridge Econometrics (2008)
as cited in Kosonen (2012)), and ii) emission mitigation and transfer rules (Böhringer
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and Lange, 2003; Chiroleau-Assouline and Fodha, 2014). Böhringer and Lange (2005),
for instance, take the emission reduction commitment from the Kyoto Protocol. Their
paper is in a similar spirit as Böhringer et al. (2015) but compares overall costs of
emission mitigation subject to dierent transfer rules. They nd that dierent transfer
rules have very dierent eects on overall costs. While the previously mentioned EUrelated papers use numerical or econometric models, Chiroleau-Assouline and Fodha
(2014) employ an analytical model to the EU context. To comply with EU tax matters,
they aim at unanimity-ensuring (Pareto-improving) environmental policy.

They nd

that an environmental tax for the EU can always be designed to be unanimity-ensuring
(Pareto-improving) if its revenue is used for a wage tax reform.
In the following we will combine the insights and recommendations for action from
the above-mentioned literature strands. We will show that the federal context leads to
a situation where equal per capita transfers no longer have a fundamentally progressive
eect.

3. The model
We consider a general equilibrium model of a federation. The federation consists of

i = 1, ..., m

member states. Member state

i

is populated by

Li

consumers. Consumers

are immobile across states and rent out their labor to the domestic rm. We consider
the case of immobile and perfectly mobile capital. If capital is immobile, then consumers
only rent out their capital endowment to the domestic rm. If capital is mobile, then
consumers can rent out their capital endowment to any rm

i = 1, ..., m.

own the atmosphere in which rms store harmful emissions.

Consumers

Governments enforce

consumer property rights through emission taxation, so rms pay for polluting the
atmosphere. The redistribution of tax payments is stipulated on transfer rules which
we will specify below.
Each consumer derives utility from consuming a private good and dis-utility from
a transboundary emission externality. To produce the private good, the representative
rm in state

i

uses capital, labor and emissions. We suppose an emission augmenting

factor to describe the emission eciency of each state's production technology.

The

lower its emission eciency, the larger its emission intensity. In addition to heterogeneity in the emission eciency among states, we allow for heterogeneity of capital stocks
and population sizes.
Federal and state governments set emission taxes. States tax domestic emissions in
order to maximize the utility of domestic consumers. State emission tax revenues are
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returned uniformly to domestic consumers. The federal authority seeks to improve the
utility of all consumers living in the federation by choosing a uniform federal tax that
satises an environmental policy package as follows: i) federal revenues are recycled following a predened transfer rule (equal per capita or sovereignty), ii) the federal policy
3

package must achieve Pareto improvements relative to the sovereign state outcome ,
and iii) comprises only of Pareto-dominant solutions. Thus, if there are solutions to the
federal objective, they are second best optima. Moreover, these solutions theoretically
ensure the unanimity of member states towards federal policy-making.
The decision structure is as follows.

In the

rst

stage, the federal authority acts

as the Stackelberg-leader and searches a uniform tax on federal emissions to deliver
Pareto-improvements relative to the decentralized (sovereign) state policy outcome as
described in the preceding paragraph. In the

second

stage, each state government non-

cooperatively sets a tax on its state emissions taking all other taxes as given. In the

third

stage consumers and rms solve their optimization problem, taking all prices,

taxes and transfers as given.

3.1. Economic agents
This section formulates the consumers' and rms' problems, the damage (dis-utility)
and source (production) of emissions and the market clearing conditions. Thereby, it
solves the third stage.

3.1.1. Consumers and revenue recycling
In state

i

with capital

live

ki

Li

identical working consumers. Each consumer in state

and one unit of labor l i (that is l i

= 1).

i

is endowed

Since consumers are immobile

i rents out its labor to the domestic rm i. When
capital is immobile, each consumer in state i rents out its capital endowment to the domestic rm i. If capital is perfectly mobile, each consumer in state i can rent its capital
endowment to any rm i = 1, ..., m. In addition, each consumer receives transfers from
the recycling of state and federal emission pricing revenues. Each consumer in state i
receives an equal share 1/Li of the revenues from state i's domestic emission pricing
(ti Ei ). Revenues from federal emission pricing (T E) are distributed to each consumer
in state i by the federal transfer rule Si . The budget constraint of each consumer in
statei equals
across states, each consumer in state

3A

sovereign state outcome is the outcome that would prevail when states regulate emissions absent
of federal policy.
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ci = ri k i + wi li + ti
where

ri

and

wi

i

and

E ≡

Pm

i=1

denotes the emission tax rate levied by state,
levied by the federal authority and

i

(1)

Ei
emissions. ti

respectively denote the rental rate of capital and labor wage rate.

denotes the emissions of state

Consumer

Ei
+ Si T E
Li

Si

T

Ei

are aggregate federal

is the uniform federal emission tax rate

is the federal transfer rule.

derives utility from private good consumption and dis-utility from fed-

eral emissions,

ui (ci , E)

(2)

which is assumed to be additively separable with rst and second partial derivatives
w.r.t. consumption and emissions being

uici > 0, uici ci ≤ 0,

and

uiE < 0

and

uiEE ≤ 0,

respectively. All consumers take emissions, prices, taxes and transfers as given such that
the solution to each consumer's optimization problem reduces to setting consumption
equal to income from endowments and transfers, equation

(1).

3.1.2. Firms and emission eciency
In each state i, a representative rm

i produces a nal private good Yi .

Emissions are

a by product of production which we treat as an input in production. Firm technologies
can dier in the emission augmenting factor which we use to describe rm i's emission
eciency,
of

χi

χi > 0.

We set

χi

in such a manner so that

∂Yi /∂χi > 0,

i.e. a greater level

corresponds to a less emission intensive production technology.

The production technology is represented by a two-layered function, supposing constant returns to scale.

At the top-layer, a constant elasticity of substitution (CES)

function combines emissions
posite input

Vi

Ei

with a second-layer Cobb-Douglas capital-labor com-

to produce nal output

Yi .

The production function is depicted by

σ
 σ−1

σ−1
σ−1
σ
σ
+ z (χi Ei )
Yi = Y (Vi , Ei ) = A αVi

i

Vi = V i (Ki , Li ) = BKiβK Lβi L . A, B are positive eciency parameters. The elas4
ticity of substitution between Vi and Ei is denoted by σ with 0 < σ ≤ 1. Distribution
parameters {α, z, βK , βL } ∈ (0, 1) and satisfy α + z = 1 and βK + βL = 1.
with

4 We

undertake this assumption since emissions are generally proportional to energy usage. Van
der Werf (2007), Manne and Richels (1992) and Kemfert and Welsch (2000) estimate the elasticity of
the substitution between energy and the composite input to be between 0 and 0.7, see also Carraro
et al. (2011).
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Taking as given the rental rate of capital

ri ,

the wage rate

wi

and emission tax

τi (ti , T ) ≡ ti +T rm i maximizes prots by choosing capital Ki , labor Li and emissions
Ei . Let YXi denote the marginal product of input X and treat the price of the nal
i
i
good as numéraire. Prot maximization implies YE = τi and YV = pi where pi denotes
i
i
the composite price of composite input Vi .
We solve rm i's conditional demand for Ki , Li , and Ei as functions of output and
prices by solving the cost minimization problem of rm i (see conditional demand levels
in Appendix A). Zero prots imply

mci =
where

mci

1
A

z

ασ pi 1−σ +

1−σ
σ

1
! 1−σ

!σ
τi 1−σ

denotes the marginal cost of producing output

augmenting factor

= 1,

(3)

χi

Yi , which is decreasing in the

χi .

As we shall see below, the emission augmenting factor

χi

ambiguously impacts con-

ditional emission demand and thereby, dierences in emission intensities can inuence
a state's emission tax base and impact the federal tax incidence on a state.

3.1.3. Market clearing
Aggregate capital and labor supply in state

Labor market clearing is

Ki = K i . If
P
capital is perfectly mobile across states, capital market clearing implies
i Ki
i Ki =
and in such case the rental rate of capital is equal for all states, ri = rj = r . Market
Pm
Pm
clearing in nal goods is given by
i=1 Yi . Using the market clearing
i=1 Li ci =
given by

Li = Li .

i are K i ≡ Li k i .

In the case of immobile capital, capital markets clear with

P

conditions all variables can be expressed as a function of state and federal taxes. Let

bold letters indicate these functions which take into account the solutions (rst-order
conditions) of consumers' and rms' problems.

We report the relevant variables in

Appendix B and Appendix C.

3.2. Technology and capital impact
Now that we have characterized all supply and demand plans and all market equilibria, and before we introduce the multilevel policy architecture, we develop intuition
about our main results, namely how emission intensity and capital wealth aect the
burden from policy packages.
Since the federal authority levies the emission tax payment

T Ei

from the represen-

tative rm in state i, and redistributes its tax revenues (T E ) so that each consumer in
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state

i

receives

Si T E ,

then the per capita

net payment N i

from state

i

to the federal

authority equals


Ni ≡


Ei
− Si E T.
Li

N i > 0 state i is a net donor of federal emission tax revenues. On the contrary, if
N i < 0, state i becomes a net recipient. Net payments directly feed into consumption
changes as constant returns to scale properties of output and zero prots imply ci =
Yi /Li − N i . Clearly, net transfers impact the incidence of federal policy.
If

In the following, suppose that all states have equal populations sizes normalized to

τi = T and T > 0. Then the federal
payment of state i reduces to N i = (Ei − Si E) T, and each rm in each state faces
i
same emissions tax rate T such that YE = T . We will relax these assumptions in
i
one and no state policies are implemented, i.e.

net
the
the

numerical analysis.

i respond to changes in emission intensity
and capital wealth. Recall Section 3.1.2 introducing σ as the elasticity of substitution
i
between the capital-labor composite Vi and emissions Ei . Let elY E denote the elasticity
i
i
of output Yi with regard to Ei , i.e. elY E ≡ YE Ei /Yi = T Ei /Yi .
i
We now analyze how the emissions of state

Lemma 1 (Technology impact with immobile capital). Let χi > χj , K i = K j , Li = Lj ,
and τi = τj = T > 0. If capital is immobile across states and
eliY E < (1 − σ),

(4)

then Ei < Ej (that is state i's emissions are lower than those of state j). If eliY E >
(1 − σ), then Ei > Ej .
Proof.

See Appendix E.

Lemma 1 shows that a larger

χi confronts the rm in state i (rm i) with the decision

whether it is more protable to use more or less emission input in contrast to the rm
in state

j

(rm

j ).

Two questions play the central role: how sensitive output reacts to

a small change in emission input? How easy can inputs be substituted by each other.

i
elY E and

σ

in inequality (4) reect this decision problem of rm

i.

See also Figure 2

for the general relationship between production elasticities and substitution elasticities
in output.
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Let us consider the decision problem of rm
the composite input is constant,

(σ → 0).

V i.

i more closely.

When capital is immobile

Suppose that inputs are very complementary

The complementarity implies that increasing one factor without increasing the

other does not increase output but would only increase production costs. When

χi > χj ,

i uses less emission input than rm j simply because of the complementary
i
nature of Ei and V i . To the contrary, a large output elasticity (large elY E ) reects a
i
high sensitivity of output Yi to small changes in Ei . If elY E is large and the inputs Ei
and V i substitute each other well (σ → 1), then it is more protable for rm i to use
more emissions than rm j because the use of emissions is less limited by xed supply
of V i .
then rm

Lemma 2

(Technology impact with mobile capital)

τj = T > 0. If capital is mobile across states and

. Let χi > χj , Li = Lj , and τi =

eliY E < (1 − σ)(1 − βk ),

(5)

then Ei < Ej . If eliY E > (1 − σ)(1 − βk ), then Ei > Ej .
Proof.

See Appendix F.

The case with mobile capital is relatively similar to the immobile case of Lemma 1.
If capital is mobile, however, also its elasticity on the composite input, reected by

βk

in inequality (5), comes into play. With mobile capital, the only limited input factor
for rm

i

is labor supply. Hence, rm

i

faces a similar decision as before but can now

Ei and capital Ki . Similar as eliY E reects
the sensitivity of output Yi to small changes in Ei , βK reects the output elasticity of
the composite Vi to Ki . If Ei and Vi are very complementary (σ → 0) and/or if Vi is
very insensitive to small changes in Ki (βk → 0), rm i will use less emissions than rm
j . In contrast, if rm i can easily substitute Ei and Vi (σ → 1), and if small changes
i
in Ei and Ki have a large impact on Yi and Vi (large elY E and large βk ), respectively,
5
rm i tends to increase its emissions with raising χi .
freely chose over its input levels of emissions

Empirically, it is likely that inequality (4) or (5) holds: On the left-hand side, we

i
have that elY E

= ωEi ,

where

ωEi

is the cost share paid to emissions, which is currently

5 We

provide an alternative interpretation for the right-hand side by the relative marginal rate of
substitution in Appendix G.
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Figure 2: Schematic sketch of production function indicating interplay of output and substitution
elasticities.
below 10 percent (empirical data cf.

βk ≈ 0.3

for the capital share and

6

Section 4) .

σ ∈ (0,0.7)

Values of the right-hand side are
7

for the elasticity of substitution . With

these numbers, inequalities (4) or (5) hold easily and they would still hold for an
emission cost share up to 20 to 30 percent for mobile and immobile capital, respectively.
We nd a simpler relationship for the impact of capital on emission demand:

Lemma 3 (Capital impact). Emissions in state i increase with a marginally larger
available capital stock.
Proof.

For the immobile capital case, consider equation (B.2), substitute

V i and take the derivative of E i w.r.t. K i to get that ∂E i /∂K i > 0.

βK

βL

BK i Li

for

For mobile capital,

proceed similar by using equation (C.1).
All else equal, Lemma 3 follows by noticing that a larger

available

capital stock,

either because of a larger capital endowment or an inow of capital (in the case of mobile
capital) increases the marginal product of emissions and hence emissions increase.
Let us combine our insights from Lemma 1, 2, and 3. In case of the EU, low capital
stocks frequently coincide with low emission ecient technologies, cf. Figure 1. As such,
in the absence of appropriate transfers the tax burden of a uniform federal emission tax
threatens to be regressive.
The federal tax payment can be compensated by redistributing federal tax revenues
to consumers. We consider two types of federal transfer rules. The equal per capita
transfer rule which is self-explanatory and the sovereignty transfer rule which accounts

6 Since

Yi is homogeneous of degree 1 it follows thatYi = pi Vi + (τi + T )Ei . Division by Yi yields
i
1 = ωVi + ωE
, where ωVi is the cost share paid to the composite. If τi = 0 then ωEi =T Ei /Yi .
7 Supposing we treat σ similar to the values estimated for the elasticity of substitution between

energy input and the capital-labor composite.
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Transfer rule

Acronym

Formula

SEQ
i
SSO

P
1/ i Li
1/Li Eio /E o

Equal per capita
Sovereignty

Table 1: Transfer rules.
for a state's high emission levels before federal policy-making (denoted with superscript

o).

In Table 1 we report the implementation of both rules.
The equal per capita transfer rule distributes an equal share to all consumers in the

federation and thus, if the federal tax payment is regressive, then also the net federal
payment

Ni

retains the federal tax's regressive eect.

The contrary is true for the

sovereignty transfer rule.

3.3. Multilevel emission tax choices
State governments and federal authority, i.e. both levels of government, regulate
emissions. Emission taxes generate revenues for state governments and federal authority
such that their revenue recycling budget reads ti Ei and

T E , respectively.

The emission

taxes of state governments now aect the budget of the federal authority, and vice versa
(see also
by rm

i

Ei

and

E

in Appendix B and Appendix C). Recall that the emission tax paid

is the composite of

τi = ti + T .

3.3.1. State governments
This section presents the second stage in which state government
chooses the domestic emission tax

ti

i non-cooperatively

that maximizes the sum of its population utility.

Each state government takes all other emission taxes as given and incorporates the
solution of the rm's and consumers' problem and the market clearing conditions into
its optimization. Formally, it implies using

(1)

and

(2)

and substitution of the relevant

variables after market clearing as in Appendix B or Appendix C for the immobile or
mobile capital case, in which we now substitute the variables' dependencies on states'

τi = τi (ti , T ) and τ = τ (t1 , ..., tm , T ). The indirect utility
i
function then reads u (t, T ) ≡ u (ci (ti , T ) , E (t, T )).
Since consumers within a state are identical, state i government's problem is given
and federal taxes explicitly,

i

by

max Li ui (t, T )
ti

given

14

tj ∀j6=i

and

T.

Since

8

∂E/∂ti = ∂Ei /∂ti

the rst-order condition of state

∂ui
∂ci
∂Ei
= uici
+ uiE
=0
∂ti
∂ti
∂ti
m

The

i's

for all

problem equals

i.

(6)

states' rst-order conditions implicitly dene the states' taxes depending solely

on the federal emissions tax which we denote by
state taxes as

t (T ) ≡ (t1 (T ) , ..., tm (T )).

ti (T ).

We dene the vector of all these

For the case of capital mobility, we adopt

the assumption of Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1986) that states do not take their eect

r

on

into account.

Si is exogenous
equation (6) we get

Suppose that
tions

9

of

and constant, then, after some algebraic manipula-


ti (T ) = Li


for all

i.

(7)

Li and a
i
larger marginal dis-utility from emissions uE , i.e. larger marginal damage. The state
i
tax becomes lower with a larger marginal utility of consumption uc , transfer rule Si ,
All else equal, state

i's

ui
− iE − Si T
uci

tax is positively inuenced by the population size

i

and federal tax

T.

Depending on the magnitude of the marginal rate of substitution

between total emissions and individual consumption,

−uiE /uici > 0, in contrast to federal

transfer and tax rule (Si T ), the state tax can also become negative (subsidy). For a
detailed discussion of this term, we refer to Roolfs et al. (2018a,b).

T = 0, the second stage has an equilibrium solution,
decentralized solution denoted by subscript o. This solution will be used in the

In absence of federal policy, i.e.
the

sequel to constrain the federal authority's policy choice for Pareto-improvements and
to calculate the sovereignty transfer rule,

i
.
SSO

Denition 1 (Decentralized policy equilibrium).

The decentralized policy equilibrium

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o m
with T = 0 consists of quantities ci , Yi , Ki , Li , Ei and prices ri , wi , and taxes {ti }i=1 ,
o
o
o
such that for all i ci solves the optimization problem of each consumer in statei; Yi , Ki ,
Loi , and Eio solve the problem of rm i; toi solves the problem of state i's government;
and the market clearing conditions in capital, labor and nal goods hold.
Let

8 See

9 See

uoi

denote the decentralized utility level. Setting

also equation (D.2).
Appendix H.
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T =0

into equation

(7)

state

i's

10

tax equals

toi
Each sovereign state

i,

uiE
= −Li i
uci

for all

i.

absent of federal policy, internalizes the local damage from

emissions aecting its population

(Li uiE ).

Their chosen emission tax levels neglect the

spillover eect of transboundary emissions to other states' inhabitants, implying that
there is potential for improvement beyond the decentralized solution since it lies below
the social optimum (Samuelson rule).

3.3.2. Federal authority
In the rst stage, the federal authority uses a policy package consisting of a uniform
federal emission tax and the transfer rule

Si

as specied in Section 3.2, Table 1. We

constrain the federal authority to search for uniform federal taxes

T

which are Pareto-

improving, relative to the decentralized solution, such that the federal policy package
could be unanimously accepted by states and all consumers. Mathematically, the federal
authority maximizes the utility of one consumer in state

i such that no other consumers

in any other state falls below their decentralized utility levels. Being the StackelbergLeader of the federation, the federal authority considers the indirect utility as dened

3.3.1 and in addition the states' policy reactions to the federal tax from
equation (6). In the case of mobile capital, we suppose that federal authority takes into
account its policy impact on r .
in Section

The federal authority's objective is given by


max ui (t (T ) , T ) uj (t (T ) , T ) ≥ uoj
T

∀ j 6= i .

Let us give an intuitive explanation of the optimal federal solutions for

(8)

m = 2 states

by using Figure 3. In Figure 3 we plot the utility of each consumer as a function of the

uo1 and uo2 . The federal authority
oi
seeks to raise the utility level of each consumer in state i above u , as long as the level
oj
for each consumer of state j does not fall below u . In the rst case, indicated with
∗1
1
dashed lines, consumer 1 reaches its maximum u
at T and before consumers 2 who
∗2
2
1
min
attains its maximum u
at T . The federal solution space then ranges from T ≡ T

federal tax

T.

The decentralized utility levels are

10 In

the case of mobile capital and if states would take their policy impact on r into account, the
resulting state tax levels are ambiguous. In the decentralized case, capital importing states would set
a higher state emission tax than in the small open economy case. Capital exporters would set lower
state taxes. Proof available on request.
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Figure 3: Stylized representation of the minimum and maximum uniform federal tax for two states
1
1
adapted from Roolfs et al. (2018a). If Tind
< T 2 then Tind
= T max .

T 2 ≡ T max . If it happens that the utility of consumer 1 falls below its decentralized
o1
level u
before consumer 2 has reached its maximum, then the federal solution space
max
1
min
1
(dotted lines).
ranges from T ≡ T
to Tind ≡ T
i
We denote the uniform federal tax that solves equation (8) for state i with T .
Suppose, without loss of generality, l federal tax levels are solutions and that they can
1
2
l
1
min
be ranked as T < T < ...T . We will refer to T as the minimum tax T
. If l = m
m
max
we will refer to T
as the maximum tax T
. However, it may happen that the utility
of one consumer in statek falls to its decentralized level before other consumers have
max
l
reached their maxima. Then, T
no longer corresponds to T but to the federal tax
k
k
ok
level (Tind ) at which u equals u  this case will indeed occur in some of our numerical
to

results.
While we provide more technical details in Appendix I, let us mention two other
features that are important to the federal solutions. First, any uniform federal tax that
satises unanimity must be positive (Roolfs et al., 2018a).

Intuitively, the reason is

that in order to carry out transfers, the federal authority must have a positive budget,

T E > 0.

This is only the case if the federal emission tax is positive. Second, any federal

tax in the interval
and denoted by

Denition 2

[T min , ...., T max ] is a Pareto-dominant solution to the federal problem

T ∗.

It satises the multilevel policy equilibrium:

.

(Multilevel policy equilibrium)
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A multilevel policy equilibrium with

Si is the quantities c∗i , Yi∗ ,Ki∗ , L∗i , Ei∗ , prices ri∗ , wi∗ , and taxes t∗i , T ∗ , such
∗
that for all i = 1, ..., m consumption ci solves the optimization problem of eachconsumer
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
in statei; Yi , Ki , Li and Ei solve the problem of rm i; ti solves the problem of the
∗
state government i; T solves the problem of the federal authority; the market clearing

transfer rule

conditions of capital, labor and nal goods hold; and the balance of payments condition


Yi∗ /Li + Si E ∗ − Ei∗ /Li T ∗ = c∗i

is satised for all

i.

In what follows we use subscripts EQ and SO when reporting equilibrium levels
under the equal per capita and sovereignty transfers, respectively. We will refer to
as the 'optimal uniform federal tax from state

federal tax of state i'.
lowest minimum tax

i's

perspective' or in short '

To compare the numerical results, we normalize

Tnorm

 min min
, TSO
≡ min TEQ

Ti

the optimal

Ti

with the

.

4. Numerical application
Section 3.2 showed that uniform federal taxes tend to put a higher burden on emission intensive states. Where low capital and low emission eciency coincide, the incidence of a federal policy package becomes an empirical question. In this section, we
calibrate the model to the European Union and solve the general equilibrium numerically to determine the range of federal taxes that solves the federal authority's problem
as wells as each state's net payments and incidence.

4.1. Data and calibration
We account for three types of heterogeneity between EU countries: Population (and
labor), capital stocks, and CO2 -emission eciency. To help isolate the eects of the
three heterogeneities the remaining parameters are set symmetrically across all member
states.

Population size and labor supply (Li )

We used the most recent Census data

from the year 2011 code cens_11r provided by Eurostat and extracted the number
of persons per country of working age 15-64 years.

In this analysis we assume that

the population size is equal to the labor supply of the respective country.
refer to countries with a small population as
population as

large

countries.
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small

We will

countries and countries with a large

Aggregate capital stocks (K i )

We took capital stock estimates from Berlemann

and Wesselhöt (2017; 2014) for the year 2014. Their estimates rely on the aggregate
investment data provided by World Development Indicators (WDI) database. Data are
in constant USD 2010. We selected capital stock data for the year 2014 as a compromise
to use relatively recent data but keep the impact of the EU ETS low (ETS certicate
11

prices were stable below 10 EUR per tonne of CO2 during this time)

Capital per capita (ki )

.

We derived per capita capital by dividing each country's

aggregate capital stock by its population size

(K i /Li ).

Eastern EU-countries have, in

general, lower capital per capita levels, while the largest levels are in small, non-EasternEuropean countries (Luxembourg and Sweden).
with low per capita capital levels as
capita as

rich

poor

For simplicity, we refer to countries

countries and countries with large capital per

countries.

Emission eciency (χi )

For a country's representative emission eciency, we

determined the relative CO2 -emission eciency. We took CO2 -emission intensity data
for the year 2014 from WDI (code EN.ATM.CO2E. KD.GD accessed on 1/07/2019)
accounting for CO2 -emissions from the burning of fossil fuels, the manufacture of
cement and gas fuels and aring. The database provides each country's CO2 -emission
intensity measured in kg per constant 2010 USD of GDP. We calculated the inverse of
country's CO2 -emission intensity as measure of CO2 -emission eciency per country
(CEi ) and estimated the relative share of country

i's

CO2 -emission eciency

χi

as

m ∗ CEi
χi ≡ Pm

j CEj

such that the average emission eciency is

χi = 1.0. m = 28

equals the number of

EU-countries.

Production

We set the elasticity of substitution between the capital-labor com-

posite and emissions equal to

σ = 0.5,

which falls well within the range identied in

11 Due

to a lack of sucient investment data for Malta, we approximate it's capital stock by using
the Perpetual Inventory Method for all other EU countries and take the average of their capital stock
growth to extrapolate it to Malta.
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empirical work.

12

We use UK data from 2004 to specify production parameters. We

used data from Oce of National Statics (ONS) reference number 008744 accessed on
17/12/2018 for emission tax revenues and compensation of employees from ONS code
DTWM (accessed on 03/01/2019).

Non-residential emissions and gross value added

are taken from WDI databases codes EN.ATM.CO2E.KT and NY.GDP.DEFL.ZS.AD
(both accessed on 17/12/2018), respectively. Using this data, we nd the capital share

βK = 0.43, and the share parameter for the capital-labor
input to be equal to α = 0.97. We set B to unity and A = 3.1 using the approximation
that A=Y
e i / (χi Ei ).13

of value added to be equal to

Emission externality and utility

We suppose that the utility of each consumer

u (ci , E) ≡ log (ci ) − E
emissions and thus set γ = 2.

in state
federal

i

i

equals

Country-clusters

γ

. We assume the damage to be quadratic on

We summarize the regional data in Figure 4 and plot each

country's population size (y-axis) against its per capita capital levels (x-axis). The plot
identies four quadrants and three country-clusters: The top-right quadrant (group 1)
comprises the cluster of

large

and

rich

countries with France, Germany, Italy, Spain,

and the UK. The bottom-right quadrant (group 2) covers the cluster of

small

and

rich

countries (Luxembourg, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, Austria, Finland, Netherlands and
Belgium). In the bottom-left quadrant (group 3)

small

and

poor

countries cluster. Half

of all EU countries belong to quadrant 3. Only Poland belongs to the upper upper left
quadrant (group 4) which contains large and poor countries.
Whether a country's emission eciency is above or below the EU average is indicated
by the size of its data point.

Small data points indicate a large emission eciency.

Countries are in the average CO2 -emission-eciency band for

0.9 < χi < 1.1.

The

relative emission eciency of almost all countries in quadrant 3 and 4 is below average,
while all countries in the right quadrants 1 and 2 have average or above average emission
eciencies.
Remarkable outliers for the identied country clusters are Germany, Luxembourg

12 Elasticities

of substitution between energy and the composite input are estimated by van der Werf
(2007), Manne and Richels (1992) and Kemfert and Welsch (2000) and range from 0 − 0.7. Most
empirical studies nd that the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is larger than the
elasticity of substitution between energy and those inputs (Carraro et al., 2011).
13 See derivation in Appendix J.
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Figure 4: Countries cluster with respect to capital per capital and population size into four groups:
rich and large (group 1), rich and small (group 2), poor and small (group 3), and poor and large (group
4) countries. Countries with the lowest per capita capital levels have also the lowest the CO2 -emission
eciency.
and Poland. Germany and Luxembourg are relatively far away from the other countries
in their cluster in terms of population size (Germany) or capital per capita (Luxembourg). Poland is the only country in the large and poor cluster. Additionally, Germany
is the only large and rich country with only average emission eciency.

4.2. Results immobile capital
Federal tax ranking. We now report each of the optimal uniform federal tax levels that
would be preferred by each member state

(T i ).

That is, the equivalent taxes as those

presented in the stylized illustration of Figure 3.
With equal per capita transfers, Figure 5 shows that lowest optimal uniform taxes
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belong to several small and poor countries. Among these, Estonia is the country that
prefers the lowest tax; the largest optimal tax is preferred by Sweden. Tax levels marked
with dark gray bars violate the Pareto improvement restriction as other countries would
fall below their decentralized results. Comparing the ranking of taxes under sovereignty
transfers to the country-clusters of Figure 4 shows that large and emission intensive
countries rank at the lowest optimal federal tax levels: The lowest optimal tax

min
TSO

belongs to Germany, a rich and large country with EU-average emission eciency,
followed by Poland, which is the only poor and large country and has a low emission
eciency.
When comparing the levels of normalized federal tax ranges under sovereignty and
equal per capita transfers, we see that i) the level of the minimum tax under sovereignty
transfers is roughly two times larger than under equal per capita transfers.

ii) The

spread of the minimum to the largest optimal federal tax is also larger under sovereignty
transfers, i.e. while

max
TEQ

is more than four times larger than

max
is more than 20 times larger than
TSO

min
TEQ

the maximum tax

min
.
TEQ
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Figure 5: Optimal uniform federal tax rates T i subject to equal per capita (EQ) and sovereignty (SO)
transfers. Each T i maximizes the utility of the respective country i and provide solutions to the federal
EST
problem (red). Each T i is normalized by Tnorm ≡ min{T i } = TEQ
. Gray bars are truncated tax
levels and indicate that the optimal federal tax of that respective country is too large and therefore is
not a solution to the federal problem (no Pareto improvements).
In Table 2 we further disentangle the optimal federal tax ranking by reporting
Bravais-Pearson-correlations, between the optimal federal taxes from each country's
perspective and endowments and technological heterogeneities of the countries.
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Ki
i
TEQ
i
TSO

ki

Li

χi

0.18

0.18

0.13

0.68

-0.48

-0.16

-0.55

-0.08

Table 2: Correlation coecients between ranking of T i and countries' heterogeneities.
The correlations identify CO2 -emission eciency as the driving force of the ranking
of federal taxes with equal per capita transfers. Clean production is associated with
preference for a high EU wide emissions tax.

Capital stocks, capital per capita and

population size have a much less positive impact on the ranking of optimal taxes.
With sovereignty transfers all correlations are negative. The dominating correlation
is found for population size, followed by countries' capital stocks. Capital per capita and
CO2 -emission eciency have a weak correlation and thus less impact on the ranking of
optimal taxes. Comparing the correlations of the two transfer rules it becomes apparent
that the signs are always opposite. This indicates that the rules impose contrary burden
distribution. In the following we will further examine this at the minimum taxes.

Net federal payments at the federal minimum tax.

In Figure 6 we report the federal

transfer to consumers (negative, blue bars), the per capita tax payment to the federation
(positive, red bars) and the net payment (black dots) which is simply the dierence
between payments and transfers. Under equal per capita transfers only the payment
side creates diversity in the net payments.

Per capita payments are the largest for

Estonia and Luxembourg. Many small countries  being emission intensive or rich 
face a positive net payment and thus become net donors to federal tax revenues, while
several rich countries become net recipients.
Under sovereignty transfers per capita payments to the federation are relatively
homogeneous and similar to the equal per capita case.

Whereas transfers from the

federation are relatively low for consumers in large and rich countries and vice-versa
for small and poor countries. Rich and large countries' consumers are net donors and
smaller countries' consumers are net recipients. The top ve countries with the highest
net payments are all from the rich and large country cluster. In contrast, almost all
other countries become recipients of net payments under sovereignty transfers (only
Poland is a exemption) and thus, we have a rst indication that sovereignty transfers
tend to turn federal emission pricing progressive. The order of magnitude between the
positive and negative net payments with sovereignty transfers is larger than with equal
per capita transfers.
Why does the federal net payment per capita with sovereignty transfers appear to
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Figure 6: Federal payment (positive, red) and transfer (negative, blue) and the resulting net payment
at the federal minimum tax given equal per capita (EQ) and sovereignty (SO) transfers per capita.
draw from relatively few countries, while there are large transfers to many others? The
CO2 -emission level of a country represents its emission tax base. As shown in Lemma
3, larger capital stocks imply a larger emission tax base and thus a larger federal tax
payment. If the largest net payment lies on rich and large countries then the majority
of federal revenues is collected from these largely populated countries. But due to their
large population sizes still each of these net donating countries faces a low per capita
net payment.
Let us consider Figure 7 which illustrates the previously identied tax-base-eect
by measuring net payments per country instead of per capita payments. We report the
federal transfer, the federal payment, and the net federal payment (N i Li ) per country.
The tax payment per country translates to the size of each country's emission tax base.
The larger the bar of the tax payment, the larger is its tax base, and vice versa. Under
equal per capita transfer, countries with a positive net payment (net donors) do not
necessarily have the largest emission tax base.

Whereas the picture changes under

sovereignty transfers. Countries with large emission tax bases take the largest positive
gross tax payment but also take the largest positive net payment.
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Figure 7: Federal payment (positive, red) and transfer (negative, blue) and the resulting net payment
at the federal minimum tax given equal per capita (EQ) and sovereignty (SO) transfers per country.
The size of the red bars reects the size of a country's emission tax base. With sovereignty transfers,
net payments are mostly proportionally increasing with a larger tax base. Equal per capita transfers
show no positive correlation with the tax base size.

4.3. Results contrasting mobile to immobile capital
This section extends our numerical consideration by introducing perfect capital mobility across states.

As we will show, the tendency of the results remains robust to

mobile capital but gets more pronounced.
With mobile capital this paper connects to the inter-regional tax competition literature which was rst investigated by Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1986), and Wilson
(1986). In a similar spirit as the previous literature but motivated by the overlapping
political architecture in the EU, Habla and Winkler (2018) investigate the interaction
of states' capital taxation and federal emission policy on the provision of public goods.
They nd that capital mobility can result in too low or too large public good provision
in a state depending on the in- or outow of capital. We refer to their paper also for
a more extensive literature review.

While that specic literature focuses on capital

taxation, our paper keeps the model setup with only emission taxation but contrasts
the result given immobile and mobile capital.
We select three metrics to compare the case of mobile to immobile capital. First,
we discuss the ranking of the uniform federal taxes

Ti

when capital is mobile. Second,

we compare the net federal payment under mobile and immobile capital.

Third, we

compute the burden (incidence) as change in per capita consumption levels for both
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Ki
i
TEQ
i
TSO

0.40

ki
0.56

Li

χi

0.26

0.88

-0.40

-0.39

-0.42

-0.28

Table 3: Correlation coecients given mobile capital.
capital cases. The basic mechanisms of the following observations and discussed eects
base on our statements in Lemma 1, 2 and 3.

Federal tax ranking with mobile capital.

We nd an almost similar order of the ranking

of optimal federal taxes as in Section 4.2 and present a comparable Figure in Appendix
L.
Table 3 reports on the correlation of the ranking of the optimal tax levels and
the considered heterogeneities when capital is mobile. With equal per capita transfer
we see a strong increase in the correlation of all heterogeneities.
eect of emission eciency

χi

In particular, the

now dominates the ranking of optimal federal tax levels

even stronger. The change in the correlation of state heterogeneities under sovereignty
transfers is much less pronounced.

Comparison of net payments.
net payments.

In Figures 8 and 9 we present the per capita federal

On the x-axis, we plot capital per capita levels per country ranked

from the lowest (Bulgaria) to the largest (Luxembourg) level. On the y-axis, the net
federal payment per capita indicates if the country is a per- capita net donor (a positive
number) or a net recipient (a negative number) of federal tax revenues. We mark the
net federal payment per capita for the immobile and mobile capital case with black
squares or red circles, respectively.
to the consumer in state

i

We connect these two data points corresponding

with a vertical line. A longer vertical line signals a larger

dierence between the net payment level under mobile and immobile capital.
Figure 8 shows that under federal equal per capita transfers and mobile capital,
consumers belonging to the the small and poor-cluster (group 3) and Poland are net
donors of federal emission tax revenues while in the case of immobile capital, ve of
these countries are still net recipients. All consumers from countries belonging to the
rich and large cluster face a negative net payment.

Most rich and small countries'

consumers are net donors in the immobile capital case, but become less strongly net
donors or even net recipients with mobile capital.
Figure 9 suggests that our claim that sovereignty transfers make a federal tax progressive gets more pronounced under capital mobility. But the net dierence between
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Figure 8: Net federal payment under equal per capita transfers ranked by capital per capita. The net
payment lies on poor (group 3 and 4, red) and small and rich countries (group 2, white) are net donors.

Ki

ki

Li

χi

immobile

-0.31

0.34

-0.40

-0.22

Capital

N i,EQ
N i,EQ
N i,SO
N i,SO

mobile

-0.61

-0.69

-0.50

-0.85

immobile

0.50

0.07

0.57

0.29

mobile

0.49

0.26

0.55

0.38

Table 4: Correlation coecients of net payments and heterogeneous country data.
mobile and immobile capital assumption are much smaller in almost all cases (length
of vertical lines). Capital poor consumers, except for Poland, become net recipients.
Poland's exemptions can be explained by its remarkably large population size which
makes it an exception to the cluster of all other low-capital countries. Population size
links to labor supply. Thereby, Poland's large population size acts similar as a large
capital stock and increases production. As a by-product emissions increase as well

14

.

Table 4 reports more correlations between net payments and heterogeneous country
data.
Why do our previous observations become stronger with the introduction of mobile
capital?

The reason is that mobile capital reinforces the eects of the technologies'

14 Technically

speaking, this is due to the gross complementarity between the composite input of
capital-labor, and emissions.
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Net transfer (normalized)

Capital

0

ROU ●
●

GBR
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●

HUN ●
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●

−400
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●
●

●

● ●
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● ●

CZE
●
HRV
SVK
●
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GRC

IRL

●

mobile

DEU
NLD
●●
SWE
FRA ● AUT
●
● ●
BEL
●
FIN
●
●
DNK

↑ Donors
↓ Recipients

● SVN

LVA
●

LUX
● CYP

−800

●

−1200

●

MLT

EST

100
200
300
Capital per capital (thousand constant USD 2010)

Figure 9: Net federal payment under sovereignty transfers ranked by capital per capita. Most of the
net payment lies on the large and rich country-cluster (group 1, gray).
emission eciencies. i) Low-capital EU countries tend to have lower emission eciencies
in production, leading to higher emission levels compared to other countries that are
otherwise identical (cf.
to mobile capital

15

Lemma 1 and 2).

ii) With the additional capital-inow due

, capital-poor EU countries can take over more of the production

of the federal economy (cf. Lemma 3). The capital-inow thus further increases their
emission levels.
In other words, capital-rich countries not only export their capital, but also implicitly export emissions to capital-poor countries and thereby increase the multinational
emission tax burden on poor countries. Absent of appropriate revenue transfers, capital
mobility retains the observed regressive eect of a uniform federal emission tax.

Federal tax incidence.

Figure 10 reports the welfare changes due to consumer burden

resulting from the federal minimum tax.

We report the relative percentage change

of per capita consumption between the multilevel policy equilibrium relative to the
decentralized outcome,

(c∗i − coi )/coi .

To conceptualize our results, we add the group

clusters from Figure 4.

15 In

the absence of capital mobility, the marginal product of capital is larger in poor countries than
in rich countries. With capital mobility, capital ows from rich to poor countries as to equalize the
marginal product of capital across countries.
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We nd that consumption in small and rich and all poor countries decreases with
federal equal per capita transfers compared to the decentralized case (triangles). The
changes in consumption in large and rich countries with equal per capita transfer are
almost zero. Under sovereignty transfers (squares), all consumers in large and rich countries are exposed to a larger decline in per capita consumption in contrast to equal per
capita transfers but also in contrast to other country clusters. Many poor countries and
some rich and small countries' consumers experience an increase in consumption. While
we nd most consumption changes to be in a similar range as in Böhringer et al. (2015)
we nd larger dierences in direction and magnitude for poor states given sovereignty
transfers. We attribute these departures to the characteristic negative correlation between emission intensity and capital per capita in many EU countries. In the case of
the Canadian provinces the relation between GDP per capita and carbon intensity is
positive.
When comparing Figure 10 to Figures 8 and 9 we see that the net payments to
the federal authority are an indicator of the resulting tax burden. Countries may be
rightly concerned about the regressive tax incidence if they focus on net payments by
the federal government.

5. Conclusion
When a government plans an environmental tax reform, public support for the reform is closely linked to the tax burden on consumers. Public support can be improved
by strategically complementing tax reform by transfer rules that recycle tax revenues
to consumers. In practice, policy-makers, scientists, lobby groups and policy advisers
are confronted with limitations and dierent opinions about the "best" transfer rule to
use (Kverndokk, 2018; Delbeke, 2017; Burtraw et al., 2009; Williams, 2019). Furthermore transfer heuristics often follow rules of thumb based on welfare economics, moral
considerations, and state self-interests.
In this paper, we trace the consumers' burden of uniform federal tax payments to
member state dierences in wealth and technological emission intensity for two commonly used transfer rules in a simple general equilibrium.

We nd that the gross

emission tax payment is larger for countries that are wealthier or for those with a large
emission intensity of the production technology or both. When countries with a high
emission intensity also rank lower on the distribution of wealth, an environmental policy reform threatens to become regressive. We show that equal per capita transfers do
not counteract this regressive eect, but a transfer to consumers based on historical
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Transfer rule

Equal per capita (EQ)

LUX
SWE
DNK
AUT
FIN
NLD
BEL
FRA
DEU
IRL
ITA
ESP
GBR
CYP
GRC
PRT
SVN
CZE
MLT
EST
SVK
HRV
HUN
LVA
LTU
POL
ROU
BGR

Sovereignity (SO)

group 2: small and rich

group 1: large and rich
group 2: small and rich
group 1: large and rich

group 3, 4: small/large and poor

−10

0

10

20

30

Relative consumption change % (c*i , coi)

40

Figure 10: Incidence of the federal minimum emission tax. Filled symbols correspond to mobile capital
and hollow symbols to immobile capital simulation.
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emissions (sovereignty) can result in a progressive emission tax reform. For our numerical simulation to the EU, we extend the model with population dierence and with
coexisting state and federal governments that non-cooperatively choose their emission
tax levels to maximize state or federal welfare. We have constrained the federal policy
to theoretically ensure unanimous consent of states (Pareto-improvement with respect
to their sovereign policy outcome) towards the federal tax and transfer policy.
Our ndings contribute to the understanding of how to increase acceptance of federal
environmental policies by citizens and state-level governments. We know from earlier
studies that in the single country context a uniform tax (or a uniform price) combined
with equal per capita transfers are progressive policy for citizens.

One might think

that this result holds, when it is applied to the member states of a federal CO2 price
system. This paper shows that this is not the case when, as in the EU, wealth and CO2
intensity of production aect the burden in opposite ways. Sovereignty transfers, i.e.
the way the EU has calculated the bulk of revenues from the ETS, produce  perhaps
surprisingly  an egalitarian result.
We see a number of ways to extend the current analysis. First, the analysis could
be extended to cover other transfers discussed in literature and politics.

A particu-

lar interesting case are strategic transfers that reward consumers in a state according
to the state's mitigation ambition, setting an incentive for more mitigation to receive
more transfers. Alternatively, one could include the historical accountability of those
who have generated large prosperity from historical emissions and thus partially reverse the eects of sovereignty transfers.

Second, our analysis assumes homogeneity

within countries. Accounting for income dierences

within

states would allow a deeper

discussion of welfare and inequality consequences of the policy packages. Third, while
the above considerations relate exclusively to emissions policy, environmental taxes can
also interact with a distortive tax system. In how far the revenues from the emission
tax can be used to reduce other distorting taxes in a Pareto improving and progressive
reform would add another perspective to the research interest of this study. Fourth,
one could calculate the socially optimal transfers and emission tax in this federal set-up
with dierences in emission intensity and wealth. Fifth, one could analyze the outcome
with a dynamic model in which the technology in a state improves in the long run with
available capital or produced output. We plan to address some of these issues in future
research.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Conditional input demand
Using equation

(3)

the conditional demand function for
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The corresponding conditional demand function for
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Appendix B. Market clearing with immobile capital
Rearranging equation

(3)

yields

!σ

z

0 < ασ pi 1−σ = A1−σ −

τi1−σ ≡ φi (τi ) .

1−σ
σ

(B.1)
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Using the market clearing conditions and
capital in state

i
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i
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and aggregate federal emissions are

E (τ ) =
where

Xm
j=1

Ej

(B.3)

τ ≡ (τ1 ..., τm ).

Appendix C. Market clearing with mobile capital
From market clearing follows that the rental rate of capital is
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and capital demand is
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Appendix D. Few comparative statics
Now that we have characterized all supply and demand plans and all market equilibria, we can calculate the comparative statics of small emission tax increases in one
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state. Recall that

τi (ti , T ) = ti + T

and consequently

∂τi /∂ti = ∂τi /∂T = 1,

equation

(B.1) implies

∂φi
< 0.
∂τi

(D.1)

(D.1), it follows that ∂ri /∂τi < 0 and ∂wi /∂τi < 0 . This shows that
an increase in the emission tax in state i reduces rm i's remuneration to capital and
labor. Similarly as before, using equation (D.1) it follows that ∂Yi /∂τi < 0 implying
that an increase in the emission tax in state i reduces the production of rm i.
From equations (B.2) and (B.3) follows
From equations

∂E
∂Ei
∂E
∂Ei
=
=
< 0, and
< 0.
(D.2)
∂τi
∂ti
∂T
∂T
A greater emission tax in state i decreases state i's emissions demand. Further, from
equation (B.2) follows that ∂Ei /∂tj = 0 which tells that, at the partial equilibrium,
emission demand of state i is is unaected by tax changes of other states j 6= i. We use
this result to solve the state tax level in Section 3.3.1.

Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 1
Suppose

ti = 0.

Then

τ i (ti , T ) = τ i (0, T ) = T .

Further let

T >0

and capital is

immobile across states.
First, let us consider equation (A.2)
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Since rm i is a price taker it ignores its impacts on ri . The derivative of Ei , from (B.2),
w.r.t. χi and after some algebraic manipulations and using the denition of φi > 0 from
1
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− z σ ). While we can sign all terms except F in the equation
T
(E.3) clearly positive, we can only say so far that if F > 0 then ∂E i /∂χi < 0 and vice
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to get
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Equate equation (E.2) with the left-hand side of inequality (E.4) to get
1

1
χi A
χi A
< (1 − σ) 1−σ σ
σ
z 1−σ
z 1−σ
sign F are elY E and (1 − σ).

T = (elY E ) 1−σ
indicating that the decisive terms to

elY E
then

∂E i /∂χi < 0.Proceed
∂E i /∂χi > 0.

Thus, as long as

< (1 − σ)

similarly to show that from elY E

> (1 − σ)

follows

F <0

and thus

Appendix F. Proof of Lemma 2
We provide less explanatory text and refer to the previous one for further explanations.
Suppose

ti = 0.

Then

τ i (ti , T ) = τ i (0, T ) = T .

Further let

T >0

and capital is

mobile across states.
For the derivative of

Ei , from (C.1), w.r.t. χi and after some algebraic manipulations
φi > 0 from equation (B.1) we get
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Note that equations (E.1) and (E.2) apply to the mobile capital case, too.

Equate

equation (E.2) with the left-hand side of inequality (F.2) to get
1
χi A
χi A
< ((1 − σ) βl ) 1−σ σ
σ
z 1−σ
z 1−σ
to sign G are elY E and (1 − σ) βl

1

T = (elY E ) 1−σ
indicating that the decisive terms
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where

βl = 1 − βk .

Thus, as long as
elY E
then

< (1 − σ) (1 − βk )

∂E i /∂χi < 0.

Proceed similarly to show that from elY E

> (1 − σ) (1 − βk )

follows

G<0

and thus

∂E i /∂χi > 0.

Appendix G. Alternative interpretation of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2: The
relative marginal rate of technical substitution
Adjustments of capital and emissions inputs are determined by the marginal rate
16
i
between emissions and capital (M RT SEK ). Its slope equals
the negative relative marginal product of emissions:

of technical substitution
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is the marginal product of capital.

Ceteris paribus, we see that the Ei -augmenting factor χi reduces the relative marginal
product of

Ei ,

Ki more strongly than Ei .
χi -change.

cf. term (*) in (G.1) and the rm will change

Acemoglu (2002) refers to this eect as

K -bias

induced by

However due to a nested CES function as sketched in Figure 2, term (**) in equation
G.1 points at the ambivalence of the role of

Larger

Ki

can potentially induce an

E-

K -biased depends on the relative abundance of Ki and
i
. We calculate
Ei known as the substitution eect17 and determined by the M RT SEK
i
the total elasticity of the M RT SEK with regard to both variable inputs Ki , Ei stating
bias. Whether

χi -change is E

Ki :
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how output would change if both inputs change in one percent:
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would impose marginal input adjustments. Therefore, we calculate the elasticity of the
i
i
M RT SEK
with regard to changes in the input share, stating how the M RT SEK would
change if the input share changes in one percent:

16 Graphically

i
speaking, the M RT SEK
measures the slope of the isoquant along which the rm nds
its optimal input bundles of Ki , Ei .
17 Leading to a downward sloping relative demand curve for E if K increases.
i
i
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M RT S
elKEshare

=−

∂ rel.YEi i Ki /Ei
1
= .
i
∂Ki /Ei rel.YEi
σ

relative elasticity of the marginal substitution rate

The

tution eect) measured in the respective input bundle

M RT S
elE,K
M RT S
elKEshare

(or elasticity of the substi-

Ki /Ei

is

= (1 − σ)(1 − βk )

which is the right-hand side of inequality (5). Therefore, if the relative elasticity of

Ki but also
Ei increases.

the marginal substitution rate outweighs the output elasticity of emissions,

Ei

will decrease with a

χi -change.

Vice versa,

Ki

decreases (strongly) but

Proceed similar for the case of immobile capital.

Appendix H. State i's rst-order conditions
Use equation

(D.2) with ∂E/∂ti = ∂Ei /∂ti . It follows that that the rst-order
i's problem reduces to ∂ui /∂ti = uici ∂ci /∂ti + uiE ∂Ei /∂ti = 0.

condition of state

Algebraic manipulations allows to rewrite it as

and solving for

1 ∂Ei i
∂Ei i
∂Ei
∂ui
= ti
uci + Si T
uci + uiE
= 0.
∂ti
∂ti
∂ti
Li ∂ti
ti yields the state tax chosen by state i.

Appendix I. Technical description of federal solutions
With the formulation of the federal problem as in equation
a traditional concept:

(8),

we make use of

The formulation of a Pareto improvement and targeting at

Pareto dominant taxes is equivalent to maximize a social welfare function given specic weights (cf.

Krepps, 1990; Sheeran, 2006). For each minimum level assigned to
oj
a consumer in statej , u , when maximizing the utility of aconsumer in statei in the
Pareto-improvement form as in equation

(8),

there is a set of social welfare weights

λi

P

λj = 1 which produces the same Pareto result when maximizing a social welfare
i
function of all consumers and with the similar rule, and vice versa and T corresponds
to λi = 1.
with

j

Appendix J. A proxy
ωE ≡ τi Ei /Yi .
A = 1/χi Yi /Ei .

The cost share of emissions in production is
for

A

from equation

(A.1)

we get

We set

ωE = z .

Solving

Appendix K. Replication of utility structure
Figure K.11 replicates the structure of utility curves, the federal tax range and ranking of federal taxes as discussed in Section 3.3.2 and Figure 3. We report utility levels
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by plotting the relative change between the multilevel and decentralized equilibrium
levels. The dierent curvature of the slopes shows that dierent transfer rules impact
the slope and ranking of the utilities' maxima and thus the ranking of optimal uniform
federal taxes.

Figure K.11: Relative change of utility levels between the multilevel and decentralized equilibrium
under equal per capita (EQ) and sovereignty transfers (SO). The points on the lines correspond to
T i /Tnorm . Utility levels approaching 0 with increasing T /Tnorm indicate that each consumer in the
respective country falls back to or below her decentralized utility level with a further increasing federal
tax level.

Appendix L. Tax ranking with mobile capital
Figure L.12 shows the optimal federal emission tax of each country under equal per
capita and sovereignty transfers is relatively similar to the immobile capital case, Figure
5.

However, when comparing the immobile (closed) to the mobile (open economy)

capital case, we see that i) optimal federal taxes are generally lower in the mobile than
in the immobile capital case, as shown by the fact that the lowest tax under equal
per capita transfers is below the dotted line (corresponding to the federal minimum
tax under equal per capita transfers in the immobile capital case). ii) Under capital
mobility, the total federal tax dierences increases, that is we see a larger dierence
between the lowest and highest taxes increases.
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Figure L.12: Normalized uniform federal tax rates that maximize the utility of the respective country
given mobile capital.
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